Differentiation of an adult neuron cell line increases susceptibility to rabies infection.
A wide variety of in vitro models have been used for studying rabies infection, however, currently, no central nervous system (CNS) adult neuron cultures are available. The current study determined the susceptibility to rabies infection in an adult CNS neuron cell line (CAD-R1). Cultures of CAD-R1 cells were held for 5 days in medium containing serum (undifferentiated CAD-R1 cells) or in serum-free medium (differentiated CAD-R1 cells). They were then infected with highly neurotropic rabies virus (RV) strain (CVS), obtained from fibroblastic cells (CVS-BHK) or from adult mouse brain (CVS-MB). Undifferentiated and differentiated cells were infected with the two RV strains, but the percentage of infected cells in differentiated cultures was significantly greater (83% and 79%, respectively) than in undifferentiated cells (51% and 60%) (Student's t test<0.05). Susceptibility to infection apparently depended on cellular differentiation state, possibly due to acquisition of additional morphological and biochemical characteristics during the differentiation process that made them more susceptible to RV infection. Therefore, CAD R1 cells may represent a good model for RV infection, making them a useful tool for studying RV neurotropism, infection pathogeny, isolation of street virus or producing safer and most potent vaccines.